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Abstract:Quantum mechanical interactions between neutrinos and matter along the path
of propagation, the Wolfenstein matter effect, are of particular importance for the upcoming
long-baseline neutrino oscillation experiments, specifically the Deep Underground Neutrino
Experiment (DUNE). Here, we explore specifically what about the matter density profile
can be measured by DUNE, considering both the shape and normalization of the profile
between the neutrinos’ origin and detection. Additionally, we explore the capability of
a perturbative method for calculating neutrino oscillation probabilities and whether this
method is suitable for DUNE. We also briefly quantitatively explore the ability of DUNE
to measure the Earth’s matter density, and the impact of performing this measurement on
measuring standard neutrino oscillation parameters.
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1 Introduction
Neutrino physics is entering a new era of precision measurements, following up on the
discovery that neutrinos have mass and leptons mix. Neutrino oscillations are a particularly
interesting direction by which one can study physics beyond that predicted by the Standard
Model (SM) of particle physics. One experiment that will carry the field into this new era is
the Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE) [1], which expects to begin collecting
data within the next decade. DUNE is one of several next-generation long-baseline neutrino
experiments that has been proposed to continue the quest to precisely measure neutrino
oscillations.
The experimental goals of DUNE include measuring the neutrino mass ordering, the
octant of the atmospheric mixing angle (whether the third neutrino mass eigenstate is
composed more of muon- or tau-flavor neutrino), and whether there is CP violation in
the lepton sector through the phase δ. Existing experiments have begun to make progress
towards all of these goals, however there is no definitive answer yet for any, and no truly
definitive answer will likely be given before DUNE begins its experimental run. Of key
importance for these goals at DUNE is the fact that its long-baseline consists of matter
that the neutrinos have the opportunity to interact with while travelling, a non-trivial
effect that impacts neutrino oscillations in a measurable way. These impacts have been
well-studied for several decades [2] and are critical for the physics goals of the experiment
(See, e.g., Refs. [3–9]). However, recent discussion has arisen over how well-known the
Earth’s matter density is known, and whether this uncertainty can impact the ability of
DUNE to perform its experimental goals [10].
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In this paper, we address uncertainties in the Earth’s matter density profile and the
measurement capability of DUNE. We show that, while matter density effects are important
for its experimental goals, changes to the neutrino oscillation by changing the profile in ways
discussed in Ref. [10] will not be realizable at DUNE. Previous works, such as Refs. [11–
16], have explored the impact on oscillation probabilities from a changing matter density.
Here, we focus specifically on the impact at DUNE. Additionally, we discuss a perturbative
method for calculating neutrino oscillations, first introduced in Ref. [17], and analyze how
suitable it is for DUNE. We see that this method is simultaneously capable of calculating
probabilities for the sake of DUNE and several orders of magnitude faster in calculation
than conventional, more exact methods.
This manuscript is organized as follows: in Section 2, we review the framework in
which neutrino oscillation probabilities are calculated, as well as how matter density effects
impact these probabilities. In Section 3, we analyze the oscillation probability measurement
precision in a number of ways – in Section 3.1, we perform a na¨ıve statistical argument for
this precision. We improve on this estimate in Section 3.2 by analyzing how well DUNE
will be able to measure oscillation parameters. In Section 3.3, we explore the change of
oscillation probabilities caused by changing the matter density profile’s average density
and shape, and in Section 3.4, we see how precisely the perturbative method discussed can
calculate oscillation probabilities. In Section 4, we offer some concluding remarks.
2 Neutrino Oscillations in Matter
Oscillations between flavor eigenstates of neutrinos occur during propagation due to the
difference in masses between mass eigenstates and the sizable mismatch between the two
eigenbases. We characterize this mismatch using the PMNS Matrix U , where |να〉 =
Uαi |νi〉. Here, Greek indices α = e, µ, τ refer to the flavor basis, and Latin indices i = 1, 2, 3
refer to the mass basis. Where oscillations are concerned, the matrix U depends on three
mixing angles θ12, θ13, and θ23, as well as one CP-violating phase δ.
The probability that a neutrino, produced in a flavor-diagonal interaction as a state
να, travels a distance L, and has oscillated into a state νβ, then, is
Pαβ ≡
∣∣∣〈νβ|Ue−iHijLU † |να〉∣∣∣2 , (2.1)
where Hij , assumed to be constant, is the Hamiltonian in the mass eigenbasis. This
additionally assumes that the neutrinos travel ultrarelativistically. In vacuum, Hij ≡
1/(2Eν)diag
{
0,∆m221,∆m
2
31
}
, where Eν is the energy of the neutrino and ∆m
2
ji ≡ m2j−m2i
is the neutrino mass-squared splitting.
During propagation through Earth, interactions between neutrinos and the electrons,
neutrons, and protons induce an effective interaction potential V , diagonal in the flavor
basis. Interactions with neutrons and protons are identical for all neutrino flavors, however
there is an asymmetry between interactions of νe with electrons compared to interactions
of νµ,τ . Because of this, we write Vαβ = (a/2Eν)diag {1, 0, 0} , where a = 2
√
2GFneEν ,
and GF is the Fermi constant and ne is the number density of electrons in the path of
propagation, again, assumed here to be constant. Writing ne in terms of matter density ρ
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and electron fraction Ye,
a ' 1.52× 10−4
(
Yeρ
g/cm3
)(
Eν
GeV
)
eV2. (2.2)
For the remainder of this work, we assume Ye = 1/2. Comparing with the measured mass-
squared splittings, a will be on the comparable to ∆m231 for GeV-scale Eν . The propagation
Hamiltonian is then modified, Hij → Hij + U †iαVαβUβj . For antineutrinos oscillating, the
probability is calculated in the same way, however U → U∗ and a→ −a.
In Eq. (2.1), the term e−iHijL is the time-evolution of the initial neutrino state as it
travels over a distance L. As stated above, this assumes that Hij is constant over the entire
path and t = L. With a varying Hamiltonian, the Schro¨dinger equation∗ must be solved:
i
∂
∂x
|ν〉 = H |ν〉 , |ν〉 =
 νeνµ
ντ
 . (2.3)
Instead of solving this equation for a varying H, we instead treat the matter potential,
and therefore the Hamiltonian, as a piecewise-constant function. Then, we can apply a
series of time-evolution operators to the initial state, arriving at the following oscillation
probability:
Pαβ =
∣∣∣∣∣〈νβ|U
(
N∏
n=1
e−iH
(n)
ij Ln
)
U † |να〉
∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (2.4)
where N is the number of divisions taken along the path of propagation, H
(n)
ij is the
Hamiltonian and Ln is the length for the nth division, respectively. If one takes the
limit N → ∞, the resulting oscillation probability agrees with that from the Schro¨dinger
equation.
3 Sensitivity of DUNE
In this Section, we discuss the sensitivity of the upcoming Deep Underground Neutrino Ex-
periment [1] (DUNE) to changes in oscillation probabilities for neutrinos travelling the 1285
km between Fermilab and the Sanford Underground Research Facility in South Dakota.
We will be interested in the capability of the experiment to measure an oscillation proba-
bility Pαβ, and the changes in the probability that will be statistically measurable. We will
refer to these changes as |∆Pαβ|. First, we will do so using a na¨ıve statistical estimate, and
then we will do so by considering the stated neutrino oscillation parameter precision of the
experiment. After doing so, we will discuss how changes to the matter density profile along
the path of propagation can lead to measurable changes in probability, both in changing the
shape and average density of the profile. Finally, we will consider a perturbative approach
and discuss whether it is precise enough for the sake of DUNE.
Throughout, we will use specific colors when discussing changes in probabilities induced
by a certain effect: we will use black for our na¨ıve statistical estimate, green for changes
of oscillation parameters, blue for changes to the matter density profile average density,
∗We note here that the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.3) is written in the flavor basis, or Hαβ = UαiHijU
†
jβ .
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red for changes to its shape, and purple for the perturbative method at zeroth-order. We
will briefly discuss the perturbative method at first-order, and will do so in pink.
3.1 Na¨ıve Estimate of Sensitivity
Let us consider that a measurement of the oscillation probability for a given channel Pαβ
is being measured for neutrinos of some energy Eν . The number of events N measured for
this energy will be
N = N1 (Eν ; ...)× Pαβ, (3.1)
where N1 is the number of events that would be measured if the oscillation probability is 1.
It is a product of the neutrino flux, cross-section, detection efficiencies, etc. If we assume
that the only uncertainty on N is statistical and N1 is well-known, then σN =
√
N and
σN/N = |∆Pαβ|/Pαβ. We can then substitute and arrive at our desired result,
|∆Pαβ| =
√
Pαβ
N1
. (3.2)
We see here that the experiment is sensitive to smaller changes |∆Pαβ| when the oscillation
probability itself is lower†, and that in order to be sensitive to an order of magnitude lower
|∆Pαβ|, an experiment requires a factor of 100 larger N1.
Using Ref. [1], we estimate that for the energy ranges of interest at DUNE, Eν ' 1− 4
GeV, N1 ' 103 for both appearance and disappearance channels. In Fig. 1, we display
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Figure 1. Measurement precision of a single-bin experiment with only statistical uncertainty as
a function of the oscillation probability Pαβ . Orange lines give precision in terms of fractional
uncertainty |∆Pαβ |/Pαβ where solid lines give precision in terms of |∆Pαβ |. The right axis, along
with annotations, denotes the number of unoscillated events N1 necessary in a bin to attain the
given precision.
†We note here that for a small enough probability Pαβ = 1/N1, the number of events measured is 1:
assuming only statistical uncertainty, one cannot improve on a measurement of 1 event.
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the sensitivity to changes in probability |∆Pαβ| for N1 = 102, 103, and 104. Additionally,
we display in orange the corresponding fractional uncertainty on the probability measure-
ment, |∆Pαβ|/Pαβ. For the fractional uncertainty as well, two orders of magnitude larger
N1 is necessary to improve the sensitivity by one order of magnitude.
This process can be repeated assuming systematic uncertainties on N1. We perform
this exercise in Appendix A. The results here remain true when including this systematic
uncertainty: improvement of an order of magnitude on |∆Pαβ| require at least two orders
of magnitude larger N1 in light of this uncertainty.
DUNE will not be measuring oscillation probabilities in a single bin, but across 30 bins
in each of four channels (neutrino and antineutrino appearance and disappearance). If the
measured oscillation probability Pαβ is identical across m measurements, one expects the
sensitivity |∆Pαβ| to decrease by a factor of
√
m. At DUNE, not only does the probability
change across energies, the number of unoscillated events N1 decreases away from the
energy range of interest. We estimate this bin-to-bin measurement improvement factor
to be
√
5 – the measurement of the probability is being made predominantly in one bin
with two bins on either side in Eν . In Fig. 2, we display the expected precision
‡ assuming
N1 = 10
3 unoscillated events, including an improvement factor of
√
5. We display this for
appearance and disappearance channel sensitivity, both with and without a 5% systematic
uncertainty on N1. We will be comparing this na¨ıve estimate with the sensitivity to |∆Pαβ|
that comes from changing oscillation parameters in Section 3.2. We note here that the
sensitivity to the appearance channel |Pµe| flattens out at Eν ' 1.25 GeV because Pµe ' 0
and roughly one event would be measured in this bin. In general, we expect sensitivity to
|∆Pµe| ' 3×10−3 (except for near Eν = 1.3 GeV, where the oscillation probability Pµe ' 0).
For the disappearance channel, at all energies of interest, the sensitivity to |∆Pµµ| is larger
than 2× 10−3. One could improve on these estimates with a more thorough calculation of
this bin-to-bin improvement, and also by folding in the true varying N1 as a function of
neutrino energy.
3.2 Sensitivity to Oscillation Parameters
In this subsection, we analyze changes to the neutrino oscillation probabilities that arise
when parameters change, and the capability of DUNE to measure these changes. Due to
the range of energies at DUNE and its baseline, the experiment will not be sensitive to the
solar sector parameters ∆m221 or θ12. It will have significant precision in measuring the
four remaining oscillation parameters; θ13, θ23, ∆m
2
31, and δ. In Table 1, we summarize the
expected precision of the experiment to measuring these four parameters, assuming the true
values listed, as detailed in Ref. [1]. This assumes a total exposure of 300 kt-MW-years,
consistent with experimental expectations.
The appearance channel Pµe (and its CP-conjugate) has sensitivity predominantly to
the parameters sin2 θ13 and δ, where the disappearance channel Pµµ has sensitivity to
sin2 θ23 and ∆m
2
31. With this in mind, we calculate the oscillation probability for a given
channel assuming the physical values listed in Table 1, as well as the oscillation probability
with the parameter at its ±1σ value. We calculate the change in probability between these
two and show this in Fig. 2. We show only the impact of sin2 θ13 and δ in the appear-
‡Here, we use the oscillation parameters to be discussed cf Table 1 and calculate oscillation probabilities
Pµe and Pµµ as a function of neutrino energy Eν . We then use the estimated formulas for |∆Pαβ | in
Eqs. (3.2) and (A.1) with N1 = 10
3.
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Parameter Physical Value 1σ Range
sin2 θ23 0.450 [0.442, 0.458]
δ 0 [−0.2, 0.2]
pi/2 [1.37, 1.77]
sin2 (2θ13) 0.085 [0.080, 0.090]
∆m231 2.457× 10−3 eV2 [2.447, 2.467]× 10−3 eV2
Table 1. Expected measurement precision at DUNE for parameters of interest assuming physical
values listed. We note here that the measurement precision of DUNE for δ is mostly independent
of its physical value, however we list the precision assuming δ = 0 or pi/2 here, as projected by the
DUNE collaboration.
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Figure 2. Black lines: na¨ıve prediction of measurement precision of oscillation probability |∆Pαβ |
assuming N1 = 10
3 unoscillated events for all energies. Solid black lines include a 5% uncorrelated
bin-to-bin systematic uncertainty, where dashed black lines are for only statistical uncertainties.
We have included a bin-to-bin measurement improvement factor of
√
5 to this na¨ıve estimate as
discussed in the text. Green: Change to oscillation probabilities while changing oscillation param-
eters between their central values and ±1σ extremes, as given in Table 1. In the left panel, we show
the impact on appearance probability Pµe for the parameters measured (predominantly) by this
channel, sin2 θ13 (solid) and δ (dashed). In the right panel, we show the impact on disappearance
probability Pµµ and its associated parameters, ∆m
2
31 (dot-dashed) and sin
2 θ23 (dotted). We do
not display antineutrino probability precisions here, but the result is qualitatively the same.
ance§ panel (left) and sin2 θ23 and ∆m231 in the disappearance panel (right). Additionally,
we include the na¨ıve estimates with and without 5% systematic uncertainties discussed
in Section 3.1. We see here that the na¨ıve estimate with a
√
5 bin-to-bin measurement
§The experimental sensitivity to the CP-violating phase δ comes largely from comparing neutrino and
antineutrino appearance channels. Here, we simply display the change to the neutrino oscillation probability
from changing δ, but insist that this is an incomplete picture of the experimental sensitivity.
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improvement factor comes close¶ to capturing the true sensitivity to oscillation probability
changes that comes from changing oscillation parameters. The necessary change to the
oscillation probability in order to be measured at DUNE is on the level of 2×10−3 (greater
than 2× 10−3) for the appearance (disapperance) channel.
3.3 Matter Density Profile Effects
Recently, Ref. [10] studied different models of the Earth’s matter density profile and the
resulting density as a function of distance between Fermilab and the future location of the
DUNE detector, in South Dakota. The models discussed in detail are Shen-Ritzwoller [18],
Crustal [19], and PEMC [20]. The author of Ref. [10] cautions that these different matter
density models lead to changes in oscillation probabilities for the energy range of interest at
DUNE. In Fig. 3, we reproduce the Shen-Ritzwoller, PEMC, and Crustal maps considered
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ρ
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Shen− Ritzwoller
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Figure 3. The density maps considered here, given in Ref. [10] and scaled such that ρAvg. = 2.845
g/cm3. Each density map is divided into N = 100 segments.
in Ref. [10], all normalized to the same average density ρAvg. = 2.845 g/cm
3. The profiles
have been divided into N = 100 piecewise constant segments.
In this subsection, we consider changes to the oscillation probability due to these
different matter density profiles. We separate this discussion into probability differences
induced by changes in the density profile shape and those induced by changes in the average
density. First, we calculate the oscillation probabilities with identical oscillation parameters
for all three density profiles (with N = 100 regions) as well as ρAvg. = 2.845 g/cm
3. We
then calculate the differences between probabilities for each pair of density profiles, and
show the range of differences obtained by this process in Fig. 4 in the red shaded regions.
Next, we calculate, for a flat matter density profile, the change in oscillation proba-
bilities when ρAvg. is changed between 2.845 g/cm
3 and ±1%, or [2.82, 2.87] g/cm3. The
difference between the upper and lower range of this is negligible, and we display the re-
sulting difference in probability |∆Pαβ| also in Fig. 4 as a solid blue line. We see that a 1%
¶The fact that the changes in oscillation probability induced by changing parameters is, for some energies,
significantly lower than our na¨ıve estimate implies that the parameters are being measured where |∆Pαβ |
is largest, e.g. near 1.6 GeV for ∆m231 in the disappearance channel (Fig. 2, left panel, dot-dashed line).
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Figure 4. Shaded regions (red): the range of change in oscillation probabilities obtained while
changing the shape of the matter density profile, comparing the Crustal map, Shen-Ritzwoller map,
and the PEMC map, as detailed in Ref. [10]. Matter density profiles have been normalized so
that ρAvg. = 2.845 g/cm
3. Solid lines (blue) display the change in oscillation probabilities when
changing a constant matter density by ±1% of ρAvg. = 2.845 g/cm3. The left panel displays change
in appearance probability Pµe where the right panel displays change in disappearance probability
Pµµ, both for neutrino oscillation.
change in the average matter density induces changes to the probability nearly an order
of magnitude larger than changes in shape that are O(10%) of the average density locally.
Moreover, we see that both of these effects generate changes in the probability that are far
below what is necessary at DUNE to be measurable. Additionally, we see that the impact
on the disappearance channel Pµµ is lower than that for the appearance channel Pµe for
all energies of interest. This is due to the fact that matter effects impact the appearance
channel more significantly than the disappearance channel when comparing with vacuum
oscillation probabilities.
While the density profiles here are of particular interest for DUNE, we additionally
would like to know whether this behavior – that the impact of changing the average density
dwarfs changing the shape of the profile – is generic. In Appendix B, we consider a simple
matter density profile that has two free parameters, one that governs the shape of the
distribution, and one that governs its average density. We show that in general, a fractional
change to the shape leads to probability differences that are five times smaller than those
induced by the same fractional change in the average density.
Here, we have considered changes to the average density ρAvg. at the level of 1%, in
agreement with the largest uncertainties on ρAvg. discussed in Ref. [10]. Clearly, uncertain-
ties at this level will have no impact at measurable levels at DUNE. In order to see how well
DUNE can measure ρAvg. without any prior information, we allow it to be a free parameter
in a fit in Appendix C. There, we see that DUNE requires changes to the average density
on the order of 25% to make a measurable impact. We also see that allowing a 1% prior
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on ρAvg. has no impact on the measurement of any oscillation parameters. Even without a
prior, the only parameter measurement that worsens is δ, however it is a small effect.
3.4 Perturbative Approaches
Constructing oscillation probabilities for three-neutrino oscillations in the presence of mat-
ter has been of interest for several decades [17, 21–31]. Here, we focus on a method [17,
32] specifically developed for calculating oscillation probabilities perturbatively for long-
baseline experiments such as DUNE. This approach, which we will refer to as the DMP
method, provides a much faster way of calculating a probability, compared with that dis-
cussed above, which relies on calculating N 3 × 3 matrix exponentials for each neutrino
energy considered. In the DMP method, one calculates changes to the mixing angles
θ13 → θ˜13 and θ12 → θ˜12, as well as changes to the mass-splittings ∆m2ji → ∆m˜2ji. We
will be concerned with the zeroth order expansion of the DMP method, and reproduce the
results here for completeness.
The modifications depend on a combination of the (unperturbed) mass-splittings,
∆m2ee ≡ cos2 θ12∆m231 + sin2 θ12∆m232. The modifications to the mixing angles then, are
cos 2θ˜13 =
(
cos 2θ13 − a/∆m2ee
)√
(cos 2θ13 − a/∆m2ee)2 + sin2 2θ13
, (3.3)
cos 2θ˜12 =
(
cos 2θ12 − a′/∆m221
)√(
cos 2θ12 − a′/∆m221
)2
+ sin2 2θ12 cos2
(
θ˜13 − θ13
) , (3.4)
where a′ ≡ a cos2 θ˜13 + ∆m2ee sin2
(
θ˜13 − θ13
)
. Both θ˜12 and θ˜13 are in the range [0, pi/2].
The modified mass-splittings are
∆m˜221 = ∆m
2
21
√(
cos 2θ12 − a′/∆m221
)2
+ sin2 2θ12 cos2
(
θ˜13 − θ13
)
, (3.5)
∆m˜231 = ∆m
2
31 +
1
2
(
2a− 3a′ + ∆m˜221 −∆m221
)
. (3.6)
With these perturbative angles and mass-splittings, the zeroth-order probability can be
calculated in the DMP scheme‖. The method for calculating higher-order perturbative
corrections can be found in Refs. [17, 32].
We can compare the zeroth-order DMP probabilities with those calculated using a
proper matrix exponential for a constant matter density and N = 1 layer in order to char-
acterize how precise the DMP method is. The differences in oscillation probability are
shown in Fig. 5 in purple. Additionally, we include the first-order DMP probabilities in
pink. We see that the resulting |∆Pαβ|, even at zeroth-order is well below the range nec-
essary for detection at DUNE, implying that the zeroth-order DMP approach is sufficient
for calculating oscillation probabilities for DUNE. The vertical axis in Fig. 5 extends far
lower than those in Figs. 2 and 4 in order to display the first-order precision. In order
for DUNE to be sensitive to this level of |∆Pαβ|, at least two orders of magnitude larger
statistics would be necessary, as discussed in Section 3.1.
‖In Refs. [17, 32], the mixing matrix used is distinct from the PDG convention in Ref. [33]. These
differences are not realizable at zeroth order of perturbation.
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Figure 5. Change in oscillation probabilities between the DMP perturbative method at zeroth-
order (purple) and first-order (pink) discussed in Section 3.4 and a matrix-exponential-calculated
oscillation probability assuming one layer, both with constant matter density ρ = 2.845 g/cm3. The
left panel displays differences for appearance channel neutrino oscillation probabilities Pµe, and the
right panel displays differences for disappearance channel probabilities Pµµ.
We encourage the use of this approach, as compiled zeroth-order DMP C++ code
can calculate an oscillation probability in O(10−7) s, whereas compiled C++ code with
the full matrix exponential (even for N = 1 layer of matter) calculates a probability in
O(10−5) s. A factor of 100 faster calculation can drastically reduce computation time for
large parameter spaces. If one requires the precision demonstrated by the first-order DMP
method shown in Fig. 5, the amount of time to calculate a probability is not significantly
longer than at zeroth-order.
4 Discussion and Conclusions
In this manuscript, we have analyzed the impact of matter effects at the Deep Underground
Neutrino Experiment, and shown that the only significant quantity regarding these, for the
sake of measuring neutrino oscillation parameters, is the average density ρAvg.. We have
estimated the sensitivity to differences in oscillation probabilities at DUNE for both ap-
pearance and disappearance channels using both a na¨ıve statistical approach and analyzing
the experiment’s sensitivity to oscillation parameters. Additionally, we have shown that
differences to the oscillation probability caused by changing the average density within its
allowed region (or even inflated significantly) are smaller than those required for DUNE to
detect [10]. The perturbative approach in Refs. [17, 32] can calculate oscillation probabil-
ities precisely enough to capture all measurable effects at DUNE. Changes in the matter
density profile shape, e.g. the three profiles considered in Ref. [10], induce changes to
the oscillation probability smaller than all of these and will be immeasurable at DUNE.
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A summary of these scales of |∆Pαβ| for both appearance and disappearance channels is
shown in Fig. 6.
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Figure 6. A summary of the scales of |∆Pµe| (appearance, top) and |∆Pµµ| (disappearance,
bottom) discussed in this paper: na¨ıve sensitivity estimates in Section 3.1 (black), differences from
parameter changes in Section 3.2 (green), changes to the matter density profile average density
(blue) and shape (red) discussed in Section 3.3, and the precision of the zeroth-order (purple) and
first-order (pink) DMP perturbative approach from Section 3.4. We restrict the neutrino energy
to be in the range 2 GeV < Eν < 4 GeV, where the number of unoscillated events is highest for
each channel.
Additionally, we have also explored the computation time saved by using the pertur-
bative approach as opposed to a more exact calculation time; several orders-of-magnitude
faster. Because of this, we encourage the use of such perturbative approaches, as the pre-
cision is more than capable of calculating all detectable oscillation probabilities at DUNE.
Briefly, we discuss these results in a broader context. Many studies of upcoming
long-baseline neutrino experiments consider the possibility that neutrinos have additional
interactions with the matter along the path of propagation, dubbed non-standard neu-
trino interactions (NSI) (see, e.g., Refs. [34–45] for discussions of NSI at DUNE). These
scenarios are testable at DUNE, in large part due to the matter effects discussed in this
manuscript. Because these NSI alter the interaction potential discussed in Section 2, the
DMP perturbative expansion cannot be used here. Other perturbative methods exist for
these scenarios, such as that detailed in Ref. [46], however they do not offer the same level
of precision as the DMP method. Regardless of the calculation method considered for NSI,
we still note that the effects due to changing matter density profile shape are subdominant
to any measurable impacts at DUNE. In addition to parameter degeneracies discussed in
Appendix C, further degeneracies will exist in studying NSI if one considers a changing
average matter density (particularly ρAvg. vs. ee).
In Appendix A, we explored the modifications to our na¨ıve sensitivity estimate in light
of systematic uncertainties. We saw that, as expected, systematic uncertainties only make
measurements more difficult, and that at least two order of magnitude more events are
necessary to improve a measurement by an order of magnitude.
We analyzed a simple matter density profile model in Appendix B in order to explore
whether, in general, changes to a matter density profile shape matter far less than changes
to the average density. We found this to be the case, in agreement with the discussion in
Section 3.3. Additionally, we found that changes to the average density on the order of
±25% its true value are required to make measurable changes to the oscillation probability
at DUNE.
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Finally, we explored the capability of DUNE to measure ρAvg. assuming a constant
matter density profile in Appendix C. The results here agreed with those in Appendix B,
DUNE will be able to independently measure 2.5 g/cm3 . ρAvg. . 3.5 g/cm3 at a 1σ level,
and this statement is true regardless of the true value of δ. We also saw that the only
oscillation parameter with its measurement impacted by a free parameter ρAvg. is δ, and
even so it is not a large effect.
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A Effect of Systematic Uncertainty on Measurement Precision
In Section 3 and Fig. 1, we discussed the fact that in order to be an order of magnitude
more precise in measuring |∆Pαβ| or |∆Pαβ|/Pαβ, an experiment required two orders of
magnitude larger statistics. Here, we repeat the exercise assuming an uncertainty associ-
ated with N1, the product of fluxes, cross-sections, and efficiencies. With the number of
events N = N1 × Pαβ, we can solve for Pαβ and calculate the fractional uncertainty on
Pαβ, |∆Pαβ|/Pαβ as
|∆Pαβ|
Pαβ
=
√
1
N1 × Pαβ +
(
σN1
N1
)2
, (A.1)
where σN1 is the uncertainty on N1. We assume that σN1/N1 ' 5%. In this limit, the
statistical uncertainty on N1 sets a lower limit on |∆Pαβ|/Pαβ of σN1/N1, evident in Fig. 7
in that the curves tend towards a single point at Pαβ = 1, even as the number of unoscillated
events increases. The same conclusions drawn in discussing Fig. 1 hold here: a factor of
100 increase in statistics improves sensitivity to |∆Pαβ| or |∆Pαβ|/Pαβ by at most a factor
of 10.
B Two-layer Model: Estimate of Shape/Normalization Sensitivity
In general, the matter density profiles considered in this work and Ref. [10] are roughly
symmetric over the baseline of DUNE. With this as motivation, we construct a simplified
two-layer density model as shown in Fig. 8. This model has two free parameters, ρAvg. and
∆ρ, the average matter density and the size of the middle step, respectively∗. We use these
∗The individual matter densities can be written as ρ0 ≡ ρAvg. −∆ρ/2 and ρ1 ≡ ρAvg. + ∆ρ/2.
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Figure 7. Measurement precision of a single-bin experiment with statistical uncertainty and 5%
normalization uncertainty in the bin as a function of the oscillation probability Pαβ . Orange lines
give precision in terms of fractional uncertainty |∆P |/P where solid lines give precision in terms of
|∆P |. The right axis, along with annotations, denotes the number of unoscillated events necessary
in a bin to attain the given precision.
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Figure 8. Simple, two-layer matter density profile with two free parameters, either ρ0 and ρ1 or
ρAvg. = (ρ0 + ρ1)/2 and ∆ρ = ρ1 − ρ0. For simplicity, this model assumes the density profile is
symmetric, and that the middle, raised portion has the same distance as the two outside portions
combined.
as our free parameters to separate effects due to shape from those due to normalization of
the density profile.
Using ρEarth ≡ 2.845 g/cm3 as our benchmark for comparison, we analyze the effect
of independently changing ∆ρ (left) and ρAvg. (right) on the oscillation probability Pµe
in Fig. 9. We allow for different neutrino energies Eν as well. While this is a na¨ıve
approximation to the matter density profile of Earth, we can draw several conclusions.
First, for a similar percentage change in the shape difference as for the average difference,
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Figure 9. Change in oscillation probability Pµe when changing the shape (left) or average density
(right) of the matter density profile discussed in Appendix B and shown in Fig. 8. In the left panel,
we keep ρAvg. = 2.845 g/cm
3 fixed and vary ∆ρ, where in the right panel, we keep ∆ρ = 0 fixed,
and vary ρAvg.. Black lines indicate contours of constant |∆Pµe|, with labels indicating contours of
interest.
e.g. ∆ρ/ρAvg. = (ρAvg. − ρEarth) /ρEarth = 10−1, the effect of changing the shape is roughly
a factor of five smaller than that of changing the average density. This reinforces our claim
in Section 3 that (large) changes to the average density can be measurable at DUNE where
the changes in shape can not. Second, we see that changes on the order of ∆ρ/ρAvg. '
10−1 − 1 are necessary for shape changes to cause probability differences on the order of
10−3 − 10−2, the level discussed as necessary for being measured at DUNE. No profile
discussed in Ref. [10] has changes on this level. Additionally, for changes to the average
density of (ρAvg. − ρEarth) /ρEarth on the level of a few times 10−1, we achieve the change
in probability necessary for sensitivity, which agrees with the more thorough analysis of
Appendix C.
C Measurement of Matter Density
We use the DMP [32] method for calculating oscillation probabilities at zeroth order, as
well as code developed to simulate expected event yields at DUNE (see Refs. [35, 47, 48] for
further explanation of this code), to estimate the ability of DUNE to measure oscillation
parameters. We use the Markov Chain Monte Carlo package emcee for this [49]. We
perform the analysis using seven free parameters: the three mixing angles, two mass-
splittings, the CP-violating phase δ, and a constant matter density ρ. As the only oscillation
parameter that is not reasonably well-known is δ, we perform the study for four assumed
physical values: 0, pi/2, −pi/2, and pi. Additionally, for each value of δ, we perform two
analyses: one in which ρ is a free parameter, and one in which it is constrained by a
Gaussian prior to be (2.845 ± 0.028) g/cm3, corresponding to 1% uncertainty. Gaussian
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priors are also included on ∆m221 = (7.58± 0.21)× 10−5 eV2 and sin2 θ12 = 0.311± 0.017,
as DUNE is not sensitive to these parameters.
The resulting measurement capability, after marginalizing over all parameters except
for δ and ρ is shown in Fig. 10. Here, we have restricted ourselves to only see the δ-ρ plane,
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Figure 10. Expected measurement sensitivity of DUNE with 300 kt-MW-yr of exposure to the
parameters δ and ρ, where ρ is assumed to be constant. Four different physical values of δ are
assumed, from left to right: −pi/2, 0, pi/2, and pi. Stars denote the assumed physical values of δ
and ρ in each panel. Contours correspond to 68.3% (blue), 95% (orange) and 99% (red) credibility
regions, where all other parameters have been marginalized. Solid lines correspond to analysis
including the Gaussian prior ρ = (2.845 ± 0.028) g/cm3, and dotted lines correspond to analysis
with ρ free.
as there is no interesting impact on changing the assumptions on ρ for any other parameter.
We highlight two features here. First, the DUNE sensitivity to ρ, even at the 1σ level,
is approximately a 25% change, relative to its physical value. This is significantly larger
than the 1% change discussed cf Fig. 4, which itself dominated effects due to changing the
matter density shape. Additionally, the effect on the DUNE measurement of δ is marginal:
the confidence interval widens slightly for the 3σ region, however the difference between
completely fixing ρ to its true value and allowing it to have a 1% prior is minimal.
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